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Does brand need a rebrand?
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In an environment of business
flux, high competition, increasing
consumer demands and continuing
digital disruption, we ask: how has
the role of brand changed in Australian
businesses? Is brand understood by
senior executives as the driving force
behind the business? Or perhaps,
does brand need a re-brand?
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BrandMatters interviewed 14 senior marketers and strategy leaders from the financial services,
technology, distribution, professional services, education, and government sectors to gather their
thoughts on the role brand plays in their organisations.
We then combined the insights we uncovered with more than 50 years of our own experience
in brand. The result is the Brand Leaders 2017 Report – a definitive exploration into business
attitudes towards brand, the importance of brand ROI, and the role brand plays in digital strategy,
employee experience and customer experience. The Report is divided into five Deep Dives.
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DEEP DIVE 1

The brand
attitude
spectrum
explained

DEEP DIVE 1: THE BRAND ATTITUDE SPECTRUM EXPLAINED

Brand used to be solely part of
the marketing toolkit

But have all organisations
made the shift?

In the past, brand resided firmly within the marketing
team’s remit. It sat separately from the strategic
direction of the business and was simply one element
of a broader marketing strategy. This approach
frequently had fragmented results, however, with
external marketing promising customers one thing,
while the experience customers actually had on a day
to day basis was something else entirely. Simply put,
what was promised and what was delivered were two
different things.

Through our own experience, and in speaking to our
14 senior marketing leaders, it has become clear that
when it comes to the role of brand within a broader
business context, attitudes vary widely within senior
leadership teams. We found some organisations
aligning more towards an older perception of brand,
some embracing a more modern, holistic and
contemporary view, and others sitting somewhere
in between.

Perceptions have shifted
Now, brand is broadly understood by marketers
as being so much more than a marketing or
communications tool. A strong brand is seen by many
as the single organising thought behind a business.
Brand guides the positioning of a business in its market
place. It defines a vision and a set of behaviours that
drive the internal culture of a business and result in a
consistent experience for clients and customers. Brand
now facilitates the top-level business strategy that
touches every part of a business – from acquisitions to
research and development to customer service
to sales.
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The spectrum of attitudes
We have identified that Australian organisations hold
a wide spectrum of attitudes towards the role of brand,
with three main groups becoming apparent:
	
Embracers – where brand sits at the heart of the
organisation.
	
Aspirers – where brand is seen as critical by some
stakeholders within the organisation but other
stakeholders are more circumspect.
	
Doubters – where brand is a function of the
marketing department, and is seen as a cost and
not a strategic asset.
In this, our first Deep Dive, we unpack the attitudes
and behaviours of each of these groups, and then
explore the implications this has on the role of brand
within organisations moving forward.
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Our CEO is incredibly sensitive
to this. He understands it, he
understands how important it is
and he doesn’t make a distinction
between brand, business strategy
and culture. It’s all one thing.

DEEP DIVE 1: THE BRAND ATTITUDE SPECTRUM EXPLAINED
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THE EMBRACER
Embracer attitudes
towards brand

Characteristics of an
Embracer business

Embracers see brand as more than just a logo. The
visual representations of a brand are just the tip of
the iceberg, whereas what lies underneath is believed
to be critically important to the growth of the business.
Brand strategy (positioning, values, proposition,
architecture and so on) acts in tandem with the
business strategy and it therefore informs all decision
making – from recruitment to product development to
mergers and acquisitions.

Businesses that truly embrace brand have often
done so as a result of challenging or changing
circumstances. Changes to their marketplace, the rise
of a challenger brand or new entrants from outside
their industry; these challenges have caused the
senior leadership and boards to address their brand
as a strategic priority as part of a wider business
plan of action. As a result of these strong business
imperatives, the senior team is galvanised behind the
brand, causing a shift in culture from the top down.

Organisations that hold the Embracer attitude typically
also have more clarity about what their brand stands
for, and as a result, are optimistic about their brand’s
ability to successfully drive ongoing business growth.
“The guys in the front line, they don’t describe it as
brand, but they understand it better than anyone.”

“Our brand is really important to the CEO, he’s
right across it. When we rebranded, the senior
management team were very engaged in talking
about what attributes we wanted to stand for.
It’s very important, we have a very different
identity to our peers.”
This changing culture is often supported by a
compelling employee value proposition (EVP) that
aligns with the brand positioning, enabling all
frontline and support staff to deliver on the brand
promise to all clients, partners and alliances that
have contact with the business.
“Brand is the thing at the top. Then we have
corporate strategy that feeds into brand.
Then we have service models. Then we have
delivery of service. If you like, your experience
model is here.”
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THE ASPIRER
Aspirer attitudes towards brand
Within an Aspirer business there is disparity between
the leaders who believe in the importance of brand,
and the leaders who see brand as little more than a
marketing activity and a logo.
“I definitely think that there’s more executive-level
sponsorship and awareness of brand now than there
was 20 years ago. But in most B2B businesses, brand
is still seen as something the marketing department
does, and it’s over there, a long way from the
business strategy.”
Like the Embracer organisation, there are leaders
who see an investment in brand and the subsequent
embedding of the brand in the culture of the company
as vital. However, there are also senior leaders who
struggle to see the commercial value of an investment
in brand. Does it deliver ROI? Can it support a long-term
revenue target?
“The business says, “We need to have a strong brand”,
but unless you can demonstrate the difference it’ll
make to segment growth or revenue flow or retention,
it’s a short conversation.”
Unlike the Embracer, where the senior team is
galvanised behind the brand organisation-wide, in
Aspirer businesses there is only a superficial belief in
the importance of brand throughout the organisation.
With some senior leaders viewing brand purely as a
marketing tool, the term ‘brand’ is often a barrier in
itself. Leaders are unwilling to engage in investment
activity where a strong ROI cannot be forecast.
Marketing leaders in these businesses are generally
brand believers, but need to work hard to bring
their senior leadership team along on the journey
and to demonstrate the importance of brand in
commercial terms.

“We have to be quite careful not to overplay
brand in our conversations because it can just
be too remote. Whereas if we say, “Okay, let’s
talk about the client and what they say about
us”, without saying, “what’s our brand”, then
that’s a great conversation for marketing to lead.”

Characteristics of an
Aspirer business
Aspirer businesses often make some level of
investment in brand, whether that’s in establishing
a brand strategy or ensuring a consistent visual
execution, but there is still pressure on the
marketing team to demonstrate a tangible ROI.
They are often more complex organisations, with a
breadth of services in multiple verticals, a number
of differing customer segments and various
distribution channels which of course makes it
more difficult to focus on a unifying brand strategy.
Some marketing teams may be grappling with
how customer experience strategy and brand
strategy work together – particularly in
multi-brand organisations.
“I’d say there’s a natural tension created, for very
good reason, between designing for customer
needs versus brand. Because sometimes when
you are only focused on the brand all the time,
you’re probably missing out on needs that are
emerging that brand can’t satisfy.”
How does a customer segment strategy dovetail with
brand strategy if multiple brands address multiple
customer segments? We’ll examine this relationship
more later in the report.
“Strategic innovation and customer propositions
probably aren’t looking through the lens of a brand
very much at all, actually. We’re wrapping our heads
around how you prioritise in a world like that.”

DEEP DIVE 1: THE BRAND ATTITUDE SPECTRUM EXPLAINED
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The brand piece is crucial for us right
now. We’ve been on a journey of brand
and business transformation for the
last 2 years, but it’s been tougher than
I’d imagined. We’re transforming the
business but at the same time we still
have to go out and make sales.
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THE DOUBTER
Doubter attitudes
towards brand

Characteristics of a
Doubter business

At the opposite end to the Embracer on the brand
attitudes spectrum, we have businesses that operate
with a Doubter’s mindset towards brand.

Often smaller businesses and start-ups sit within
the Doubter camp. This is frequently related to the
availability of funds and the need to carefully balance
resourcing and cash flow. With these more immediate
pressures on the organisation, brand building is seen
as lower down on the list of priorities.

A Doubter sees brand as little more than the name
and logo. Because of this perception, brand is
relegated to a marketing-only function with little
to no connection to the broader business strategy.
In a Doubter business, brand is also seen as a
necessary and required outlay or cost, as opposed
to an strategic asset, and therefore any investment
in the brand is initially hard fought, and then, needs
to deliver a clear ROI.

“I don’t think that brand receives the respect it
deserves in professional services. In the main
it’s still not understood as a strategic asset.”
In these smaller businesses, but also within the
larger corporates that house a Doubter attitude,
a large portion of the senior leadership team and
management team frequently come from a technical
or financial background.
“It is really hard when you’re dealing with
accountants, which is what our leadership team
is made up of. They’ve been trained to believe and
drive and analyse the numbers. At the end of the
day the stories that they listen to have to be in the
world of numbers.”
In our experience, an industry where the doubter
attitude is particularly prevalent is the professional
services industry. Businesses that are heavily reliant
on relationships often believe that the broader
business brand has little impact on their bottom line,
as clients are attracted to individuals rather than the
brand. Financial services firms are another example
of where this attitude is more common.

DEEP DIVE 1: THE BRAND ATTITUDE SPECTRUM EXPLAINED

Brand is seen as a nice
to have because it’s
difficult to clarify what
the benefits are. If you
can’t clarify clearly what
the ROI is, then it provides
a level of risk, and at this
point it’s probably not
a level of risk that the
organisation is willing to
take in terms of investing.
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The prevailing attitude
On the spectrum of Doubters to Embracers, we see a bell curve for organisations operating in Australia today.

Brand is a marketing function only
DOUBTERS

In days gone by, many
organisations sat inside the
Doubter territory, believing that
brand was simply a function of
the marketing team. Whilst
there are still organisations that
adopt this attitude, they are
becoming fewer.

Brand is fully integrated
ASPIRERS

The majority of organisations are
Aspirers and so want to create
brands that are strong assets and
that permeate throughout the
organisation, but they are faced
with a number of challenges,
including justifying ROI and
balancing customer experience
and brand strategy.

EMBRACERS

A small but growing number
of Embracers have embraced
brand across all levels of the
organisation. In an Embracer
organisation, brand is viewed as a
strategic priority for the business.

DEEP DIVE 1: THE BRAND ATTITUDE SPECTRUM EXPLAINED
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Two decades ago in a B2B
organisation, brand wouldn’t
be discussed at a leadership
team level at all. Now, I think
good MDs and CEOs are aware
of the power of brand and have
an expectation that they should
be sponsoring the building of
the brand. The best ones see
themselves as an embodiment
of the brand as the leader of
the business.

In summary
The role of brand within Australian organisations is shifting, and attitudes of senior
management are slowly evolving to the point that brand is embraced at all levels
across some organisations as an embodiment of the business strategy.
However, there are a range of attitudes, and the majority of senior marketers still
need to work hard to justify financial investment and organisation-wide adoption
of brand. Some of the main challenges include:
	 justifying the return on investment;
	 balancing brand strategy with other priorities, especially customer experience; and
	 ensuring that brand is discussed at the board room table as part of the overall
business strategy and not dismissed as a “nice to have”.
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DEEP DIVE 2

What NPS can
teach brand
about ROI

DEEP DIVE 2: WHAT NPS CAN TEACH BRAND ABOUT ROI

Budgets are getting tighter. CEO’s are
demanding return on investment.

Each of the organisational attitudes to brand - the
Embracer, the Aspirer and the Doubter, comes with
its own requirements when it comes to engaging the
C-suite around the business’s brand strategy. However,
one need that was particularly prevalent in both
Aspirer and Doubter organisations was the need to
demonstrate a clearer return on investment (ROI).

	How does this differ across the organisations we
spoke to?

In this Deep Dive, we will explore the following:

	If we want a more surefire way of demonstrating
ROI, then where to from here?

	The situation as it stands – what expectations
are placed on the brand from an investment
standpoint?

	What are the methodologies available to us when
measuring the impact of our investment in brand?
	What can we learn from successful trackers such
as Net Promoter Score (NPS)?

18
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The expectation of ROI when it
comes to brand
We’ve already discussed how brand is viewed in the
C-suite of Doubter organisations. At best, brand is
typically seen as a logo – a visual identity that looks
good but sits separately from the main strategy of the
business. Any spending on brand sits squarely within
the marketing budget, and like any other business
expense, it needs to prove its value.
“If you can’t clarify clearly what the ROI is then it
provides a level of risk.”
When brand is seen as just a logo or name, then it
is virtually impossible to attribute it to any growth
in revenue. By definition then, brand is a cost to the
business, and one that the marketing department
must work hard to justify.

“If clearer ROI could be demonstrated around
brand investment, then they would be more
confident to commit to it alongside their other sales
and customer investment plans.”
When brand is treated in this way, it becomes cut
off from other areas of the business, and its ability
to impact staff culture and customer experience
is limited. Is it any wonder, then, that in Doubter
organisations, unless brand can be linked to an
uptake in revenue, it’s just not going to be a priority?
“Committing to invest is seen as a ‘leap of faith’ for
those in the organisation who haven’t been through
the journey of how you realise the benefits of brand.”

Brand in a Doubter organisation
FINANCE
HR

BUSINESS
STRATEGY

MARKETING

SALES
BUSINESS
UNITS

BRAND

MARKETING
ACTIVITY

Brand sits on its own
and needs to justify its
performance on its own.
There is increased focus
on a brand’s ROI.
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The challenge presented by a narrow brand view

A narrow definition of
brand as a logo

The inability of a logo
to increase sales

This then becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy
whereby the importance placed on brand,
and the investment the business is willing to
make, continues to decrease. Therefore, the
measurable benefit of the brand decreases,
and the cycle begins again.

Lack of brand
investment

20
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How do we get the C-suite to
see brand as a worthwhile
investment?

Embracer businesses and
their attitude to ROI

When faced with this double-edged sword: a narrow
view of brand as a cost, and a need to demonstrate
an increase in revenue, it seems there are two ways
forward if we want brand investment to be taken
seriously at the C-suite level. We can change the
attitude of the business to see brand as something
that positively impacts every area of the business
(Embracer organisations do this) and/or demonstrate
the link between an investment in brand and the overall
performance of the business. Easier said than done,
but let’s take a look at these two options.

In our experience, Embracer businesses place brand
strategy alongside business strategy, as an investment
that has the capacity to cascade into every area of
the business. There is an inherent understanding
that, by being clear on their positioning in the market,
their architecture, their values, their proposition
to customers and staff and how to present this
consistently, they can:
	
streamline recruitment – by attracting the
right people for their brand;
	
streamline business decisions – by having
a clear, defined direction;
	
streamline marketing processes – by having
an established tone of voice and identity;
 mpower sales people – by defining for
e
them their point of difference compared
to competitors; and
i mprove customer experience – by giving their
staff the autonomy to go above and beyond.

Brand in an Embracer organisation

FINANCE
HR

MARKETING

BUSINESS
STRATEGY

BRAND

SALES

BUSINESS
UNITS

Brand amplifies the business
strategy. It is part of overall business
performance and links to a range of
business measurements e.g. customer
experience (NPS) and employee
experience (employee satisfaction;
retention). This makes it easier to
measure brand’s overall performance
and justify investment.
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Brand should be
an amplifier of
business strategy.
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This awareness of how brand contributes to multiple
business deliverables means that there is less of a
requirement for a concrete return on the investment
made. Much like the business strategy, it seeps
into everything, and so no one single measure is
appropriate.
This is all very well if you work in an Embracer business,
but whilst marketers can make the case for how far
reaching the benefits of a strong brand are, they will
inevitably be met by a CEO that asks:
“Where is your proof?”
“Management is reluctant to invest because of
unclear ROI. Boards’ understanding of brand is
often similarly low.”

How can we prove that brand
delivers ROI?
There are multiple brand measurement tools available
to track the investment in brand versus the outcome.
However each of these tools measures different
outcomes. There is no industry-wide, agreed upon
methodology that marketers can point to as the
best-in-class way to determine brand success.
Accurate measurement of the impact of brand
investment is the holy grail to marketing leaders,
including the 14 that we spoke to as part of this report,
but no widely accepted measure has been established.

DEEP DIVE 2: WHAT NPS CAN TEACH BRAND ABOUT ROI
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Existing proprietary brand measurement systems

BRAND
MEASUREMENT
SYSTEM

METHODOLOGY

Brand Valuation
By Interbrand

Brand Valuation is an analysis of the financial performance of a branded product
or service, the role the brand plays in the purchase decision, and the competitive
strength of the brand. This is preceded by a decision on segmentation, and at the
end of the process, all analysis is brought together to enable the financial value of
the brand to be calculated.

Brandz
By Millward Brown

BrandZ is the world’s largest brand equity database. It holds data from over 650,000
consumers and professionals across 31 countries, comparing over 23,000 brands.
The database is used to estimate brand valuations, and each year since 2006, has
been used to generate a list of the top 100 global brands.

ßrandßeta®
By Brand Finance

‘ßrandßeta ’ analysis is a benchmarking study of the strength, risk and future
potential of a brand relative to its competitor set. It is conceptually similar to a credit
rating. It involves estimating likely future sales, applying an appropriate royalty rate
to them and then discounting estimated future, post-tax royalties, to arrive at a NPV.
Brands are awarded Brand Ratings based on their strength, risk and future
earning potential.
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You need to have a very clear
sense of what your brand strategy
is, and what space in the market
you want to occupy in say, five
years time. Then you align your
customer experience to get to
there. I don’t think brand is
something that’s done. I feel
that it is still part of the engine
for growth in any organisation.

DEEP DIVE 2: WHAT NPS CAN TEACH BRAND ABOUT ROI

What marketers can learn
from NPS
We couldn’t consider how best to demonstrate ROI
without looking at the Net Promoter Score (NPS) tool
and the success it has had in contributing to customer
experience (CX) being pushed to the top of CEOs’
priority lists.
“Ultimately our transformation has been about
delivering great customer experience end-to-end.”
Like the desire to measure brand impact, the need
to measure customer satisfaction has always been
present in businesses – after all, 91% of customers
will not buy a product from a business they’ve had a
bad experience with in the past (HelpScout). But while
many measurement tools have vied for the attention of
the C-suite – surveys, Customer Satisfaction (CSAT),
Customer Effort Score (CES) – one tool has cut through
and now forms the basis of many businesses’ Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs).

26

Why NPS works in a business
context
1. It measures what CEOs are most interested in
knowing – how likely a customer is to recommend
your offer can directly be tied to the future income
of a business. NPS asks this explicitly.
2. It elicits a high rate of response – the robustness
of the data is critical if you are looking to draw out
quality insights. NPS is clearly expressed and takes
seconds for customers to complete.
3. It’s easily understood by everyone – the simplicity
of the tool means that everyone, from the board,
to staff in a customer service role, understands
the expectations placed on them, and so feels
ownership over their ability to impact the result.
4. It allows a business to be proactive – NPS
collects results immediately after an interaction
has occurred. This means that a detractor can
be addressed before its effects can be felt on the
bottom line.
5. It is easily integrated into existing processes – its
integration into CX, marketing and sales processes
means that multiple areas of the business buy in to
the impact they can have on customer experience.

In summary
Whilst businesses that truly understand and embrace
brand take a broader view of its importance across
every function of the business, most marketers are
increasingly faced with the need to demonstrate a
clear return on any investment made in brand.
This is a challenge, however, when brand is seen
as just a logo – it will never deliver a strong
business outcome.

The approach, therefore, must be two-fold:
Marketers need to educate the C-suite about
the tangible business benefits of a strong brand.
This education needs to be supported by 		
compelling data.
This data needs to be collected via a model that is
universally accepted, measures what the C-suite
is engaged by, and is simple to complete, implement
and de-code. Only then will brand make its way to
the top of the C-suite agenda.
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DEEP DIVE 3

Decoding brand
in a digital world

DEEP DIVE 3: DECODING BRAND IN A DIGITAL WORLD

Welcome to the digital world
If you are a CMO in Australia today, you have had to
navigate an unprecedented amount of change.
The landscape in which your customers interact with
your business today is almost unrecognisable compared
to 20, or even 10, years ago. Where once, if you secured
enough prime time advertising slots, sales of your
product were guaranteed to increase, this is now no
longer the case. Your customers dictate how and when
you reach them, and the channels that you need to
consider are growing exponentially.
Is it any wonder, therefore, that with this prolonged
period of disruption to business as usual, there is
confusion within marketing departments across
the country?
In this Deep Dive, we will decode the role that brand
plays in the digital context.
In particular, we will explore:
where brand strategy sits in relation to digital 		
strategy;
the new ways in which customers can interact with 		
your business, and what this means for your brand;
the role of brand in delivering a human voice to a 		
virtual experience; and
how to make 1 + 1 = 3 in the digital era,
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“Digital has given us a new way of bringing the brand
to life. It takes brand to a new level, because it’s
about user experience and the ability to interact with
a brand as opposed to just absorb a brand by reading,
listening to or watching an ad. It is a whole different
way of being able to experience a brand.”

Does digital lead, or does it
follow?
The amount of technology that we have at our fingertips
today provides businesses with a huge opportunity
to integrate further into the day-to-day lives of their
customers. This level of connectedness is exciting,
but often distracting.
“I think marketers, generally speaking, have a
challenge, because they’ve got to know lots of
different things. Every marketer’s got to know
a bit of digital and every marketer’s got to know
a bit of brand. They’ve got to understand the
customer. They’ve got to have all those kind
of tools in their kit bag.”
As new technology, tools, platforms and apps emerge,
CMOs find themselves in a difficult position. Some of
the marketers interviewed as part of this project felt
that they had become sandwiched between C-suite
executives and junior marketers easily distracted by the
latest and greatest tools. Too often, we’ve found that
marketers abandon strategic thinking in the relentless
pursuit of staying relevant.
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The struggle between personal
and digital in a B2B context
In addition to the frantic rush to adopt the new and
shiny, we found our marketers facing another, more
human, point of friction; a belief held by various
business teams that the face-to-face relationships
held with clients drive the brand forward. In these
organisations there is a cynicism when it comes to
digital activities, resulting in challenges when digital
transformation activities change business processes.
“Each side of the market’s forced us to move into
digital and move into the device realm.”
In some instances, the focus on digital transformation
is so overt that it is seen to be circumventing the
role of traditional relationships and therefore the
experience clients have with the brand.

It’s become clear through this process, that a
tension exists in many B2B organisations: between
stakeholders rushing to digitise systems, processes
and channels, and other stakeholders and teams
resisting change in the desire to retain a more
personal service model.
“If you’re simply relying on some transaction on a
smartphone, or one that’s been fulfilled through
another digital channel, you need to do that with
humanity, right?”
The truth is, success lies somewhere between these
two extremes. There are some areas where digital’s
speed and agility delivers a better outcome for the
customer and the business, and some areas where
human customer contact simply cannot be replaced.
The key lies in ensuring that each of these approaches
is consistent, and that neither is placed before the
unifying promise of the broader brand.

We’re increasingly having
conversations internally about
the role of brand and just where
it sits in the context of things
like driving sales, customer
relationships, accountability,
and the digitalisation and the
disruption that’s occurring.

DEEP DIVE 3: DECODING BRAND IN A DIGITAL WORLD
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A divided approach
Just like the attitude to brand varies across organisations, so does each organisation’s approach to
their digital strategy, with our experience identifying two attitudes as being particularly prevalent.

The two contrasting approaches
Brand strategy informs digital strategy

Digital strategy
amplifies the
brand strategy.

Brand strategy
provides
a guiding
roadmap in
the context of
consumer flux.

Today, regardless
of business or
pleasure, lives
and markets
remain volatile.
Brand provides
customers with
reassurance,
familiarity
and easy, safe
decisions in the
digital world.

The brand
strategy filters
through to
strengthen the
digital strategy.

Each digital
touchpoint
delivers an
experience that
is consistent
with the brand’s
promise.

Digital platforms
are treated as
an opportunity
to communicate
the brand’s point
of difference and
are seen as a
valuable channel.

Without the
underpinning
of brand, digital
communications
can lack
substance
and become
distracted by the
latest tweet, the
latest offer, the
latest like.

Consistency
of experience
is sacrificed
with no clear
and centralised
guidance.

If organisations
are not careful,
brands become
driven by
consumer whim,
and are soon
found to be
lacking direction,
dimension and
substance over
the longer term.

Digital leads the way

Digital tools and
channels lead
the way.

The digital
strategy
operates
independently
from the brand
strategy.

This approach
often results in
digital locked in
at the tactical
level.
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A vital tactic – but still a tactic
Diageo’s CEO Ivan Menezes, articulated it well, saying,
“It is not about doing ‘digital marketing’, it is about
marketing effectively in a digital world.”
Digital strategy should not replace, or operate
separately from, the broader brand strategy. It should
rather be treated as an important tool amongst the
broader suite of communication tools.
“You look at all the investment that’s going on to
build digital skills in teams and enhance digital
capability through industry programs – I think
there could certainly be a little bit more on the
importance of brand strategy and brand portfolio
management.”
While digital campaigns, social media initiatives and
compelling content are absolutely key in driving the
growth of a business, these tactics have limitations in
setting a long-term platform for the brand. However,
when integrated into the business, brand and
communications planning processes, these critical
tools communicate a brand’s positioning effectively.

1+1 equals 3: getting the most
from digital to power your brand
So how can we ensure that our brand and our digital
platforms are interacting in a way that delivers the
best outcome for our customers and our business?
Digital is a powerful tool for brands, with many
brand-building benefits:
it engages and drives word of mouth;
it provides a medium for rich, relevant,
deep content;
it enables one-to-one targeting; and
it is often seen as more trustworthy,
thanks to the authentic nature of
consumer commentary and feedback.
In order to fully capitalise on these benefits,
an integrated, connected approach is key.
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Putting human connection
at the centre of digital
transformation
Brands have the power to create meaningful
connections between customers, employees and
services/products.
Strong brands have the capacity to inject humanity
into large organisations by defining a purpose,
crafting a culture and developing a language that
instils familiarity. When a business’s purpose is
defined, it stops being ‘just a bank’ and transforms
into something that is ‘more than money’ (NAB
advertising campaign, 2016). It’s easy to assume
that digital platforms would fracture this more
human experience, putting tech barriers between
human interaction and driving a wedge between
the customer and their relationship with a brand.
But when brand and digital are used in tandem,
the opposite becomes true.
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The effective use of online channels means that
people can seek out more information about your
business than ever before. The difference being,
this information is no longer controlled by a
marketing department, but rather, is created by
the customers themselves.
What was once a one-way narrative is now a twoway conversation. Customers now have the ability
to shape their experience of a brand by providing
criticism and feedback. Smart businesses, instead
of trying to shut down this dialogue, listen to what is
being said and demonstrate that they are acting on it.
“If we’re not effectively communicating with
those members in a multi-channel, targeted,
personalised and relevant way, leveraging all the
wonderful things that digital can now offer, then
we’re behind the eight ball.”
Online reviews and social media comments mean
your clients now have just as much say in the story
surrounding your brand as you do. When managed
well, this facilitates engagement and trust and
moves the external experience of your brand from
a series of messages, to an experience.

What’s really interesting is now
we’re into this role of brand
versus customer experience.
I mean, there’s an absolute
customer-centricity sitting
right inside this, isn’t there?
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I think brand strategy needs to
resume its prominence. Years
ago it was very prominent in the
mix, the marketing dialogue and
industry commentary within the
profession. I think it’s faded away
and it’s been subsumed by digital,
social and marketing automation
– a whole range of important
tactics that drive demand, but at
the expense of broader discussion
and debate around brand strategy.
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The time-honoured rules of
brand still apply
It’s no secret that digital media has taken over
traditional media as a preferred channel of content
consumption. There are any number of surveys that
confirm that people today spend more time online
than watching television.
However, in the race to go digital – chasing likes,
shares, opens, click-throughs and pins – marketers
need to remember that whilst digital is the preferred
channel of content consumption, the differentiator is
still content. Your message is still of prime importance.

Therefore, the time-honoured rules of branding
continue to apply:
1. Be consistent – across myriad channels, your
message must be consistently applied and be
a direct reflection of your brand’s positioning.
2. Target your message – against your defined
audience and their needs and how they interact
with the channel.
3. Entertain and engage – hark back to the days of
30 second television advertising – inform, intrigue
and amuse – don’t just sell. Inform and entertain
audiences with content that is consistent with
your positioning and key messaging.

In summary
Your brand strategy has the power to steer 		
you and your business safely through this 		
unparalleled period of change.
Putting your brand strategy first will streamline
your digital strategy and prevent your team from
getting distracted by the latest and greatest.
Use your digital channels to create stronger 		
human connections, not as a technology barrier.
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Embracing the two-way conversation your 		
customers have with your brand will only 		
strengthen their experience with you, but it’s
critical that you listen to the good and the bad.
The old rules of consistent, tailored and engaging
content still apply. Digital is now just another
exciting platform through which to amplify your
brand’s message.
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DEEP DIVE 4

Why culture
eats strategy
for breakfast

DEEP DIVE 4: WHY CULTURE EATS STRATEGY FOR BREAKFAST

In our previous Deep Dive, we explored the impact
digital disruption has had on how businesses market
themselves, and we looked in particular at brand’s
role in optimising digital channels. In this Deep
Dive, we shift focus, from high tech to high touch,
by exploring the world of employer brands.
In particular, we will explore:
how senior marketers view employer branding;
the expectations prospective employees have
of their employers;
steps in defining a successful employee
value proposition;
leadership versus brand – brand’s role in
shaping the culture of an organisation; and
key considerations for employer brands
moving forward.
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Unanimous agreement: it’s the
people that deliver the brand
When speaking to our 14 brand leaders about
the role their people play in bringing their brand to
life, there was complete agreement: without
an engaged workforce, there is no brand.
Great brands are built from the inside out, by
motivated and committed employees who
understand their organisation’s vision, values
and behaviours. Employees that buy in to the
brand’s purpose have the motivation to deliver on
a brand’s promise with every customer interaction.
“I think that’s the ultimate, where brand is just
integral to who the organisation is, what kind of
person works there, the kind of employee and
customer experience that it demonstrates.”
And so, with such agreement across the board on
the critical role employees play in delivering the
brand to the customer, where are the pain points?

Pain points

Attracting the best

Evaluating and identifying

Unemployment is still low compared
to previous times in history, and with
fierce competition in the market place
for the best people, organisations need
to be perceived as better to work for
than their competitors.

Whilst qualifications are a large
component in sorting applicants in
or out, if a brand is to be truly delivered
on, businesses need employees that
align to and buy in to their culture,
values and vision.

Delivering the brand

Retaining their people

Once employees join the
organisation, how do businesses
ensure they are equipped to deliver
on the brand at every customer
interaction?

With the new generation of workers
more inclined to move between
several organisations throughout
their careers, how do businesses
retain their best people?
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The war for talent isn’t over yet,
in fact it hasn’t even begun
Global demographic predictions have identified that
in the coming years certain areas will have a reduced
supply of talent due to decreasing populations. In
these instances, global businesses will struggle to
win the best and brightest over their competitors.
In other areas, exploding population size will result in
an oversupply of talent, with businesses struggling
to identify which employees are the right fit.
Alongside these two challenges, there is also the
inevitable instability in the market to contend with.
Economic downturn brings the requirement to drive
down expenses and reduce margins, yet maintain
quality of output. This results in smaller recruitment
budgets and more pressure internally to ensure
optimum productivity of people.
Faced with these challenges, a strong employee
value proposition becomes a vital tool in the battle
to find and maintain the right people.

You don’t have brand
values and people values.
You have values. You have
organisational values.
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The role of an EVP in
addressing these challenges
An employee value proposition (EVP) summarises
the wider vision of a business and defines the
employee’s role in delivering against that vision. In
its simplest form, an EVP defines where a business
is going, what it requires from its employees to get
there and what it will provide to them in return.
But is an EVP really that valuable in winning the
war for talent? Yes it is.
“Our brand is really important when it comes to
recruiting graduates. Years ago we weren’t thought
of by the best grads, but as the brand’s become
more famous we’re getting more of them and we
need them, frankly. We haven’t got enough of them.”
With 75% of prospective employees considering
an employer’s brand before ever applying for a job,
and 69% of prospective employees saying they would
not take a job with a business with a poor employer
brand, even if they were unemployed (CareerArc),
the power of an EVP in attracting talent is clear.
A strong EVP attracts applicants by:
defining what you offer to your employees
over competitors;
expanding the meaning of your business beyond
commercial outcomes, helping prospects buy in
to your wider mission;
outlining the benefits of working with you in a way
that is relevant to what your prospects want from
their employer;
providing a reason, other than remuneration, to
buy into your business; and
ensuring your reputation becomes a talking point,
resulting in more talent proactively approaching
your business.
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In time, this results in a reduced dependency on
expensive recruitment processes and suppliers. It
also results in your HR team having a larger pool
of applicants to select from. A large number of
applicants presents its own challenges, however,
if the business then expends a lot of time sorting
through and interviewing to get to the right candidate.
This is why an EVP’s role is also to sort in, and sort
out, applicants at every stage of the process.
“For some, the employer experience can impact
brand just as much as anything else.”
An EVP supports in the qualifying of applicants by:
showing that you stand for something clear –
by standing for something, you inevitably stand
against something else, ensuring that applicants
who don’t align to your values don’t apply;
being clear on what is expected – by setting clear
expectations around behaviours and values, you
ensure you only review applications from those
applicants willing to align; and
ensuring a more straight-forward review process
– armed with a clear EVP, HR teams find it easier
to evaluate each applicant because the criteria
they are using is simple and clear.
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Key considerations when
crafting an EVP that supports
recruitment
Make sure your EVP clearly stands for 		
something – in order to do this, the organisation
must be comfortable with not appealing
to everyone.
Make sure it is distinctive and ownable – with
hundreds of seemingly similar businesses in
your industry to choose from, your EVP needs to
be different to your competitors in tone and offer.
Make it relevant – does your target market care
about what you are offering? With each passing
decade, the priorities of the workforce change
– is your EVP making promises that your workers
care about?
Have personality – you are speaking to humans,
so your offer needs to be expressed in a way that
is human too. Professionalism is still important,
but jargon-heavy offers paint a picture of an 		
impersonal business culture.
Reflect the business on its best day – injecting
a level of aspiration gives applicants something
to be excited by however, it’s important to…
...Be truthful – painting a picture of a ‘tech 		
focused workforce’ will attract the most innovative
applicants, but they will leave quickly if the 		
promises you’ve made are not being kept.

Retaining the best
Human capital is one of the biggest fixed costs
companies face, which is why the retention of workers
is a primary focus for every business we spoke to. As
lines between work and home become blurred thanks
to technology that allows us to work from wherever
we choose, employees are increasingly seeking out
opportunities that align to their own personal sense
of fulfillment and purpose.
And with two thirds of the workforce actively
disengaged with their jobs (Gallup Study, 2013), it’s
clear there is still work to be done if organisations
are going to hold on to the best.
“Our employees want to feel they are doing something
important - and that they are valued for it.”
Research has shown that recognition for achievement
and a clear path for growth are the two areas valued
most highly by staff, with financial incentives
significantly lower on the list (Gallup Study, 2013).
What this tells us is that employees are looking for
businesses to help them reach their potential, and
with so many employers to choose from, this has
created a two-way relationship, with employees now
having an equal say over their careers. Gone are the
days of the gold watch. You are no longer guaranteed
your employees’ loyalty if you pay a premium – you
have to earn it, fair and square, at every stage of
their employment.
“It’s really about what it feels like to work here,
and what it means to work here. What is expected
of me, and how I am supposed to behave. They’re
the sorts of things that we needed to clarify as we’ve
gone through the journey of defining our brand.”
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That’s when you realise that brand
is actually about bringing people
together and having a clear direction
– great leadership of a kind to steer
the ship forward. That’s what a really
good brand has. Because the brand
on its own doesn’t do anything.
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You actually need a mandate,
but one person can’t do it. No
one’s an island. You need an
organisation that’s genuinely
moving in the same direction,
with clarity right from the top.

Key considerations when crafting
an EVP that retains staff
Define clearly the behaviours and values expected
– this empowers staff to have ownership over
their roles and interact with clients in a way that 		
demonstrates autonomy.
Build KPIs that reward staff when they 			
demonstrate behaviours outlined in the EVP – 		
this makes them feel valued and that they are 		
moving forward in the business.
Make it true – false promises get you nowhere 		
and break the trust that employees place in
the organisation.

Outline a clear vision – your EVP should clearly 		
outline the future you are striving to create, 			
whether that’s to make the aged-pension			
irrelevant by providing the best financial advice,
or to connect every person in the world through 		
dependable technology, your vision should be
aspirational and provide a reason for your employees
to get out of bed each day beyond money.
Be brag-worthy – employees want to be able to talk
to their friends about their employer with pride. Treat
your employees so well that you become famous for it.
Reflect what your employees value – why not 		
ask them?
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Corporate brand versus
employer brand
Throughout this report we’ve spoken a lot about
the relationship between the broader brand, and
individual areas such as digital, marketing and user
experience. There is an element of consistency across
the board that brand is the unifying force behind each
of these faculties, and the relationship between the
brand and the employee experience is no different.
To illustrate this we’ve included an example below
from a brand that famously executes each of these
business functions very well.

The Apple brand
Corporate brand positioning
“Humanising technology”

Customer experience strategy
How can we make sure that every
interaction with us feels human?
Digital strategy
How do we interact with our customers digitally,
while maintaining our human qualities?”
Employer brand
How can we show that we support our people with
technology to be their human selves?
What do we need our employees to do to make
humanising technology show up in every client
and supplier interaction?

When it’s all said and done
Engaged, productive and
focused employees

delighted, loyal
customers

increase in business /
shareholder value

In summary, your employer brand is how the corporate
brand delivers benefit to your people, and what they
need to do to deliver benefit back to the brand.
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Brand is not a logo, not a look and feel.
I would argue a huge percentage of
our brand is made up of the kind of
experience delivered by our people.
If they don’t understand the brand
promise – the experience that we are
promising to deliver each and every
time – then we won’t ever move on.
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How can we ensure that our
people deliver on our brand?
Throughout this process, and in speaking to our
senior brand leaders, we’ve been reminded of just
how human strong brands are. Brand has the power
to bring high-touch to high-tech, and transform the
very human day-to-day interactions customers have
with businesses, regardless of platform.
“Behaviours are my link between customer
experience and the brand. It’s a part of our brand,
but it’s also how we bring our brand to life, what
differentiates us.”
Just as the external narrative surrounding businesses
is being shaped more and more by the consumer,
the internal narrative is being shaped more and
more by the employee. Instead of raging against
this by enforcing strict rules and traditional ‘topdown’ authority, it’s up to leaders at every level of
the business to lead by example and encourage all
employees to do as they do.
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In order for this to be effective, every leader, from CEO
to general manager to middle managers, must buy in
to the vision of the business. It must be spoken about
in sales and marketing meetings, in annual reports
and at each stage of the recruitment process. They
must hold themselves to the same values staff do,
and talk openly about the efforts they are making to
embody them.
In the past it’s been seen as the marketing
department’s role to go around the office and beat the
‘big brand stick’ – and there will always be a need for
marketing to evaluate and guide the application of the
brand. But brand goes beyond fonts and logos, and if
the business is serious about putting customers first,
then the culture must come from the top.
“We connected business strategy with brand.
We connected culture and redefined our values
and behaviors.”
Organisations where brand has fully permeated
the company culture are the ones who are leading
customer experience and living the brand.
In summary, the strongest organisations in the world
have more engaged people. Those people work harder
for their customers because they believe what they’re
doing matters. We would argue that whilst there are
other sources of competitive advantage, people are
the only sustainable source of difference.

In summary
It starts at recruitment – by building an EVP that
clearly outlines the business’s vision and values
you sort applicants in and out.
In order to retain the brightest and best, your EVP
must be clear in its expectations and 		
continuously reward behaviours that support its
goals for the future.
Gone are the days of the gold watch – you are
no longer guaranteed staff loyalty which means
the business must earn it by providing benefits
that go beyond money.

Employees deliver your brand to your customers,
but they will only do this if they see senior leaders
making this a priority through their own 		
behaviours and values.
Culture comes first – customer experience will
inevitably follow.
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DEEP DIVE 5

Brand and
customer
experience
– the modern
day chicken
and egg

DEEP DIVE 5: BRAND AND CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE – THE MODERN CHICKEN AND EGG
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Brand is a promise
kept, and CX is key in
keeping that promise.

Having now explored the various attitudes to brand
that sit inside our organisations, the increasing need
to deliver ROI to the C-suite, the role brand plays in
this new digital era and employees’ role in the brand
equation, our final Deep Dive is centred around
navigating brand’s role in delivering a consistent
experience for your customers.
With increasing demand on businesses to put the
customer experience (CX) front and centre of every
decision, initiative and interaction, marketers are
increasingly seeking out guidance on where brand
fits into the equation. In this Deep Dive we will explore:
the ways in which CX is viewed across 		
organisations;
the different interactions between brand,
CX and user experience (UX);
the power of brand to deliver stronger
customer experiences;
the power of CX to strengthen your brand; and
key things to consider moving forward.

How is customer experience
viewed in today’s organisations?
There is no doubt that CX is a hot button for today’s
marketers and business leaders.
“The boss and the board only understand customer
experience, that’s the real focus at the moment.”
CX is relevant to almost every business, because
there is a clear and easy connection to make
between customer satisfaction, customer retention
and revenue (see Deep Dive 1: The brand attitude
spectrum explained).
Almost every business we spoke with, and a
large number of our clients, have significant and
comprehensive CX measurement programs in place,
with a strong focus on continuous improvement
as a result.
In addition, many large organisations we know
are reorganising around customer segments, and
focussing business strategies around meeting the
needs of particular segments.
Investing in CX is almost a truism – very few, if any,
business leaders would say that customer experience
is not crucially important to their business.
“What CEO is going to say no to investing in
customer experience?”
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This is what we want the market
to say about us; this is how we
want our clients, future clients,
and the future market to describe
us. In order for that to happen it
needs to be experienced each and
every time. It needs to inform and
drive the customer experience.
It’s a strategic brand discussion.
The relationship between brand, CX and UX
There was agreement from all of our 14 brand leaders that delivering superb CX is
vital to the survival and future growth of any business. However the approach to
how brand and CX interact differed, with two schools of thought being prevalent.

Schools of thought

Brand is INTEGRAL to
delivering customer experience

“For us, brand IS the
customer experience.
It’s all the same thing.”

Brand is SEPARATE to
delivering customer experience

“Our CEO tends to think that
if we can build excellent
customer experience, then
we should end up with a
strong brand as a result.”
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Customer first or brand first –
the modern day chicken and egg
Many of the organisations we spoke to understood
that both brand and CX are vital, but there was
confusion around which should take precedent:
What point is the greatest marketing material at
university open days if the student experience,
distance education or lecturer experience
doesn’t align?
What point is the brand’s communication
around global experience, if the local partner
is not familiar with their clients’ international
export markets?
What point is a fantastic web user experience and
web interface, if met by a tired or inexperienced
financial planner?
What point is providing clients with the best of
specialist expertise across their ‘house of brands’,
if all the clients details do not reside in a singular,
central data warehouse?
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There are now so many ways in which a customer can
experience your brand (see Deep Dive 3: Decoding
brand in a digital world) that there are bound to be
challenges when you are seeking to provide them with
the best experience at every turn. Let’s remember
that the focus on, and importance of, the collective
CX, is a relatively new concept to organisations today.
“Customer experience is a new-ish concept that’s
just coming up in the lexicon in our organisation.”
In organisations traditionally focused on revenue
per student, per partner, per client or per business,
only recently has the collective value of the entire
customer or client experience been moved to the fore.
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The way I look at brands, typically is
that they’re built out of experiences.
From a customer’s point of view,
it’s the sum of the experiences
and interactions they have with
an organisation. And they’re quite
hard to pull apart, as a result.

Brand supports and guides
the user experience

“People are going to interact with your brand,
and they’re going to tell people they’ve had a
good experience or a bad experience.”

Like brand in the digital era, brand’s greatest strength
in supporting businesses in their mission to delight
customers, is consistency.

“There are plenty of ways for people to tell you
publicly what you’re not doing right.”

Creating a brand that doesn’t delight customers out
in the real world is a futile effort. Crafting customer
experience without the guidance of your brand
promise will result in variable customer interactions,
with no clear direction
or substance.
Crafting the usability and experience of each channel
is of course important – what a customer wants from
a store agent or in-person broker is different from the
experience desired from the website.
But by focussing individually on each experience,
without taking a broader strategic view, the business
is left vulnerable to inconsistencies. In this regard the
opinion your clients have of you is only as good as the
last experience they had.

When a customer has a great experience that hasn’t
been guided by the brand promise, he or she thinks:
“That was a great site.”
“She was a great customer service agent.”
“That ordering process was really easy.”
By applying a brand lens to each channel you ensure
that, when a customer has a great experience, he or
she thinks:
“That is a great business.”
The brand promise should guide every customer
touch point.
”There’s huge distrust in our industry. I think that’s
why customer experience has become so important,
because we know, as an industry, we’re trying to
pivot to be more than what people expect.”
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The true power of brand
in supporting your CX
The power that lies in a customer experience that
has been guided by the broader brand strategy at
every turn, can be summed up with the ‘three Cs’.

The three Cs of customer experience
We know what to do
CLARITY

There is a simple, clearly articulated description of the brand which
is easy to understand and transfer to employees / partners.
Expectations are managed, both internally and externally.
Customers know what to expect of the brand and employees
understand how to behave.
There is clear behavioural and decision-making guidance.

We do it all the time
CONSISTENCY

The customer experience is easy to deliver consistently across
the organisation.
If embedded in the culture, behaviours become unconsciously on-brand.

Our customers trust that we’ll do it
CONFIDENCE

Customers have confidence in the brand because their expectations are
consistently met.
Employees are confident about their ability to deliver.

When your customer service and UX teams are
clear on their objective, decision making becomes
streamlined. This shows up in a consistent experience
for the customer, regardless of whether they are
in-store or on your site. When customer expectations
are consistently met, your brand becomes trusted.
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Can CX strengthen the position
of brand in organisations?

However, when brand is placed at the heart of an
organisation, it helps drive CX in a number of ways,
which means that it has a much clearer impact on
organisational behaviour and performance.

As identified in Deep Dive 2: What brand can learn
from NPS, a key challenge marketers face when
speaking to the C-suite about brand, is the need to
demonstrate a tangible ROI. This is next to impossible
in organisations that view the brand as the logo only.

“When you talk to the board about customer
experience you’re talking in a language that
they understand, that they can easily connect
to the bottom line.”

Brand in an Embracer organisation
FINANCE

HR

Recruit the right people to deliver
the desired CX
Guide behaviour

BUSINESS
STRATEGY

BRAND

MARKETING

SALES

BUSINESS
UNITS

Consistently deliver across all
business units, building to the
same brand promise

In this way, a conversation about the value of the
brand investment moves from just the bottom line,
to a more holistic evaluation process around ease
of recruitment, ease of marketing processes and
customer satisfaction levels.

Communicate the right promise
and messages to align customer 		
expectations to experience

Develop and implement sales
strategies and experiences that
align to the brand promise
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The separation between brand
and customer experience... we’re
getting into textbook territory.
It’s all brand. How well is it
understood? Very well, I think.

In summary
Your brand has the power to support you in 		
crafting experiences that deliver on the promise
you have made to your customers and clients.
With ever increasing channels through which
customers can engage, applying a strategic 		
brand lens will streamline your processes and
create consistency across touch points.

Your brand strategy delivers clarity to your
people, consistency in experience and confidence
in your customers and clients when used to its
full potential.
By ensuring that your brand permeates every
area of your organisation, you will deliver a 		
superior experience and demonstrate value to
the C-suite.
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CONCLUSION

Does brand
need a
rebrand?

CONCLUSION: DOES BRAND NEED A REBRAND?

When BrandMatters embarked on the creation
of our Brand Leaders 2017 Report, we had one
question in mind:
With so many different views in relation to
the criticality of brand, does something need
to change?
Does brand need a rebrand?
After diving deeply into the function of brand
within organisations, and examining its ability to
influence digital strategy, employee engagement,
customer experience and ROI, we are glad to say
we’ve reached a conclusion.
There are undoubtedly differing attitudes towards
the role of brand. For Embracers, brand sits at the
heart of their organisation; it guides all aspects
of the business. In contrast, Doubters see brand
as just a name and a logo, and purely a marketing
tool. The majority of organisations, however, sit
in between these two extremes. These are the
Aspirers, where brand is seen as critical by some
stakeholders, while others doubt its commercial
value – however, these organisations do invest in
brand at some level.
In tandem, we see that across organisations,
opinions and approaches are divided in relation to:
Digital strategy – does it lead or does it follow
brand strategy?
Employee alignment – some organisations
recognise the critical role employees play in
the delivery of brand and have a defined EVP,
whereas others are yet to capitalise on the
benefits of clearly defining their employee offer
and expectations; and
Customer experience – does brand drive
customer experience or vice versa?
Even though Doubters still exist, and organisations
view and approach brand in different ways, there
is a definite movement towards a recognition of
brand as the driving force behind a business.
And as we see more and more evidence of the
power of brand through Embracer organisations’
business growth and successes, we expect this
trend to continue.
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Our discussions with brand leaders have verified
that the role of brand continues to be deeply
relevant. In fact, it is even more important now that
there is so much flux. As competition increases,
consumer expectations evolve, channels multiply,
employees disperse and resources shrink, more
than ever businesses need a centralised vision
and a coherent strategy that guides:
who they are;
what they do;
how they do it; and importantly,
why they do it.
Brand can provide that vision and strategy –
it is still the tool to deliver clarity, consistency
and confidence. It’s clear that brand does not
need a rebrand. So, what then, does it need?
How can organisations convince the remaining
stakeholders who doubt the power of brand?
In our view, the missing pieces are education and
evidence. Those of us who believe in the power of
brand need to educate disbelievers and provide
them with real-life evidence of organisations for
whom brand has:
streamlined business decisions;
streamlined recruitment and aligned employees;
increased the effectiveness of marketing;
empowered sales people;
improved customer experience; and
driven business growth.
This will encourage them to make an initial
investment, so they can see the benefits for
themselves.
Ultimately, the conversation needs to change at
a board level, from brand being a marketing tool,
to brand being a business compass.
We hope that this report supports you in having
that conversation.
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About
BrandMatters is in the business of building
strong, enduring brands that enable business
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